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Some vocabulary

• Cryptography: a set of techniques (primitives, protocols) for secure

communication in presence of adversaries

• Cryptanalysis: trying to break above techniques

Together they form the field of cryptology.

Also: Crypto means cryptography

http://www.cryptoisnotcryptocurrency.com/


The security onion

Increasing complexity: primitives / protocols / applications / systems / people



The security chain

Only as strong as its weakest link!



Why bother?

Encryption works.

Properly implemented strong cryptosystems are

one of the few things that you can rely on.

– E. Snowden (2013)

http://www.businessinsider.com/edward-snowden-email-encryption-works-against-the-nsa-2013-6


What crypto isn’t



What it is

A collection of technical tools that provide certain security services

just like: physical locks, chains, safes, seals, ...

Useful to have an understanding of how these things work

cf. MIT Guide to lockpicking

https://www.lysator.liu.se/mit-guide/MITLockGuide.pdf


The security trade-off

cost of (in)security

=

(fixed) cost of security measures

+

(expected) loss due to successful attacks on these measures



What this class is about

Cryptographic primitives :

• symmetric algorithms : DES, AES, RC4, . . .

• assymetric algorithms : RSA, ElGamal, Diffie-Hellman, . . .

• hash functions : MD5, SHA-*, . . .

• pseudo-random number generators



What this class is about



What this class is about

Cryptographic protocols :

• secure channel

• key agreement

• message authentication

• digital signatures

• shared secrets

• voting systems

• digital cash

...



Design paradigm

Kerckhoffs’s principle (1883)

A cryptosystem should be secure even if everything about the system is public

knowledge

except the key(s)

As opposed to: security through obscurity

https://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram/archives/2014/0215.html


In practice

• Use only standard implementations of well-studied algorithms

• Don’t try to implement it on your own!

• Be wary of secret algorithms

Famous example: DVD Content Scramble System

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_Scramble_System
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Shannon’s communication model

Claude Shannon, A mathematical theory of communication (1948)

https://culturemath.ens.fr/sites/default/files/p3-shannon.pdf


Encoding

In order to be sent through the communication channel, messages need to be encoded

in a suitable way (and decoded on the other side).

Encodings may achieve different desirable properties:

• compression

• integrity resistance

• confidentiality

• authentication

• non-repudiation



The secure channel problem

Alice wants to send a message to Bob, but doesn’t want Eve to be able to read it



Secret-key cryptography

A symmetric cipher (or cryptosystem) consists of a pair of functions

where

• m: original message (plaintext)

• c : encrypted message (ciphertext)

• k: secret shared key



Illustration



Brute-force attack

Eve can always try all the possible keys

=⇒ she will eventually find the right one!

Idea: make it impractical for her to do so

where ”impractical” means LONG



Orders of magnitude

• 25: number of persons in this room

• 210: number of students in this school

• 220: number of persons in this city

• 232: number of views of the most popular video on YouTube

• 233: total world population

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJQP7kiw5Fk


Astronomical constants

• 234: age of the universe (in years)

• 259: age of the universe (in seconds)

• 263: number of grains of sand on Earth

• 279: number of atoms in 1 gram of carbon

• 2250: number of atoms in the observable universe



Computing resources

• 268: estimated number of operations / second performed by general-purpose

computers

• 272: total digital memory available worldwide (in bits)

cf. Hilbert & Lopez (2011)

• 265: number of unique configurations of a Rubik’s cube

http://bblfish.net/tmp/2012/06/18/Science-2011-Hilbert-60-5.pdf


Key length

Key of n bits: 2n possible keys

If chosen uniformly randomly: provides n bits of entropy

Current consensus: 128-bit should be un-brute-forceable for the next 30 years

Current public brute-force attack record: 64-bit RC5 key (2002)

http://www.distributed.net/RC5


Security level

Definition

The security level of a cryptosystem is (roughly) the log2 of the time complexity of

the best known attack against it.

• Can change abruptly if new attack is discovered!

• No greater than key length (brute-force attack)

• Can be smaller. . .



Rough estimate

According to Moore’s law:

computing power (speed) doubles every 18 months

Hence: security levels should roughly increase by 1 bit every 18 months



A working toy example

Shifting letters (cf. Jupyter notebook)
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